Week: 8 Wednesday 13th May
English Reading
From last week's Happy
Poem by poet James
Carter we have picked
three action words.. Can
you write these words with
your finger in a feely tray?
Splashing
Running
Dripping
Making your feely tray
The best things to use in
the tray are salt, sand or
flour as these leave a clear
pathway of the letter as
your child forms it.

Year Group: Reception
English Writing

Write a letter to Miss Meads and Mrs
Brayson telling them all the lovely
things you have been doing in the hot
weather.
Have you been exploring minibeasts in
the garden?
Have you been planting with a grown
up?
Have you been baking treats in the
kitchen?

Maths

Wider Curriculum

Counting in 2’s
Gather pairs of socks or shoes.
Practise counting along in 2’s. Explain that it is a
quicker way of counting more objects. Look at the
song from Noah’s Arc, when the animals go in 2
by 2 - they are pairs.Explain that all the numbers
will be even, that means we can share them out
equally between 2.

Whole School - How about trying one or more of
these outdoor/garden activities with your adult?
Which one do you fancy? You can always let us
know on Purple Mash which one you did and if
you enjoyed it. If you can’t get onto Purple Mash
then just enjoy the activities!

Counting in 5’s
Draw around you hand on paper and practise
counting up in 5’s. Look at the patterns in the
numbers 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. They all end in 0 or 5
that is how you know you are counting in 5’s.

-Make a daisy chain with your adult
-Try to create a ramp for your toy cars to roll
down - which car went the furthest?
-Feed the birds in your garden - they love bread
or cake crumbs. Now watch from your window
which birds come to your garden? Here is a link
to bird spotting...
https://www.theschoolrun.com/how-make-yourgarden-bird-friendly

Counting in 10’s
Gather 10p coins and practise counting in 10s.
You can put 1p pieces underneath the 10p to
explain that it represents 10.

Purple Mash 2Do set

What have you been enjoying?

New two letter spelling for
one sound ch
When writing this spelling
(ch) your child should say
the sound out loud when
writing the two letters.
Words to read and write:
ch
chin, chop, rich, chug,chin
th
thin thud thank theft

Large scale sea creatures.
Use everyday objects and things
around the house to make a large
scale sea creature. You could use
your recycling as junk modelling or
socks as an octopus’ tentacles. When
you have the body can you use
smaller objects to add detail.

Odd and Even numbers
Gather animals or fruit into a group.
Give children even numbers to sort into pairs 2, 4,
6, 8, 10. The children will learn that these can all
be put into pairs together and equally.
Give children odd numbers to sort into paris 1, 3,
5, 7, 9. The children will learn that these can not
be put into pairs fairly or equally. Explain that this
means they are an odd number.

Purple Mash
Log into Purple Mash and complete the set
challenges
Can you complete the number sentences to race
the snails?

Can you read this story and
find all of the ch words.
Chad felt the chill from
the wind as he ran. The
cloth on his back was
much too thin to stop the
frost.
He steps on a branch and
it snaps with a crunch.
You will write the ending to
the story for one of your
writing tasks this week.
(follow on task)

This is the ending to the story you read
with your child.
Read each sentence out loud to your
child fully. Is that a troll? He thinks. His chest
thumps, his fists clench. I’ll punch
the troll, thinks Chad. Will the troll
grab Chad, chop him up and munch
him for lunch?
Ask your child to write each word as
you say it again. Say one at a time for
your child to write. Remind them to
use finger spaces, a capital letter and
a full stop. (follow on task)

Time:
Set a 1 minute timer on your phone or using a
watch.
Using spare change and coins, ask your child to
only use one hand and to move one coin at a time
into a bowl until the time has ran out.

2DIY Drag - create a bear Can you dress the
bear so he is protected from the sun when there
is nice weather. What else might he need to stay
safe?

Together, count up how many coins were put into
the bowl in 1 minute.
Then change the timer to 30 seconds. How many
coins can they move into the bowl this time? Talk
about the amount being less and the time given
being shorter, so they did not have as long.
Then repeat with 10 secs.
You can repeat this activity with how many star
jumps can they do in 1 minute, how many objects
can they collect etc.

PE - Everyday at 9am join Joe Wicks on YouTube for a workout.
If you fancy a change try this website - the children in school have really enjoyed these dance workouts: https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/home

